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Hash 948 

Quote: “Yum yum look at the new meat!  I’d like to get me some of that, but meat has a girlfriend”  
– Mr. Softie 

 
It is that special time of year that we can wear 
the black socks and tevas.  Pay off that bling 
bling Hawaiian shirt from lay away.  Did you 
remember your fanny pack and extra film?  If 
you finished your travel itinerary you were 
ready for Smooth Grove, Ego Testicle, and 
F’em Danno’s Tourist Hash 2004 Part I  
 
Georgetown property values may never be the 
same after a gaggle of hashers met at the start 
circle.  Surrogate RA Please Step Away from 
the Whores led a titillating start circle.  At 
least that is what Run Away Snatch said.  Of course she had her vibrate phone in her bra pleading for 
hashers to call her.  Titillating to say the least.  I wish there was a device that vibrates for the tactile 
stimulation of hypersensitive body areas.  I would call it a “vibrator.” 

 
Danno promised, no shiggy, no motorcycles, and no back checks.  Lies all 
lies.  There was plenty of shiggy on Roosevelt Island.  Motorcycles were a 
plenty on Route 66 and the back check 9?  Who is he trying to fool?  
Apparently he fooled the entire hash while they ran past the back check in 
search of trail.  The BC9 was clearly marked in chalk at eye level.  No 
Genitals and Sux it Blue were the only hashers to notice the sign.  Of course, 
in pack mentality they played lemming.  Caminito confirmed that the posh 
fountain at Sequoia Restaurant could also serve as a drinking fountain. 
 
Beer Check YES!  Thanks Brew Crew.  I am 
glad to know the product has been sampled 
and approved for my drinking pleasure.  We 
checked near the r*nning trail in Rosslyn.  
There is something pleasing about indulging 
in the sweet nectar while meters away over- 
achievers are trimming and toning their body 
to a healthier life.  Nerds.  
 
Rear Area Security had complained earlier, “For Georgetown we have not 
had any hills.” To top off what was a <cough> very good trail<cough>, we 
ascended the Exorcist stairs to the Georgetown campus.  



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The end circle was at our favorite of Georgetown hot spot.  You know it, our little van down by the river 
near the sewer runoff location.  Feral child Rear End Loader our guest leader ran a fantabulous circle.  
Our super hares demonstrated the proper technique for a down down.  And they deserved it.   
 
We also had an opportunity to ostracize the violators.  I think that punishment beer will curtail their 
behavior.  We had some of the most fun virgins in recent history.  Virgin One chugged her beer like, well 
it was cold beer after a long run.  The Virgin Two actually wore the beer.  I am talking of a 10oz beer 
shampoo.  It was awesome.  There was a dude virgin too, I think.
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1. All Veterans (����������	
��) Protecting the Nation is a tough job and we violate 
these hashers with beer. 

2. Two Lips in the Bush- (�����������	��� “I do not know why people are going up 
the Exorcist stairs.  I already know the end circle is going to be by the river.  I told 
everyone and they still ran the stairs.”  Yeah 2Lips, you practically deciphered the 
Rosetta Stone because you knew a hash would end at the most hasher friendly location on 
the planet. 

3. Run Away Snatch - (�������
) Literally, it was phone sex.  The phone was on her 
dirty places.   

4. Semen on the Pew and Turtle Dick (������) “After the back check I thought it would 
be easier to dart across 5 lanes of Route 66 than run on the sidewalk.”  Leave the 
thinking to the professionals and just follow the pack.  50 half minds are better than one. 

5. Two Lips in the Bush – (���������	�) – “The number on my arm?  Racing? Nooo 
it is 3-69.  It is my dating score sheet.” – Anyone believe that?   

6. Run Away Snatch - (����������
) Tourist hash does not mean bring a satellite 
wrist communicator.  Hasselhoff would have been proud. 

7. Hot Tuna – (�	�����
) Hot Tuna had a bigger box than Runaway! 
8. Too Short To Flop (Contributing to the Delinquency of Hashers) So perhaps you did 

not get your fill at the beer check.  Maybe the end circle did not whet you whistle.  The 
OnOnOn is always a good place for some suds.  2short thought it would be appropriate to 
invite all hashers to his house AFTER an OnOnOn for even more drink.  Give us a break.    

 
 
 
 

��	��������for Tourist Hash 2004 Part II�
…OnOn Test Tube Baby 


